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CHE recommendation offered
I

BY jONATHAN OLIVER
EonOR·tN..CHiff

With the Council on Higher
Education's Oct. 9 meeting drawing
ever nearer, the mood across the state
seems to be sending a definite message to the leaders of Paducah and
Murray State University - work
together and resolve this issue.
In a letter to the CHE, Jim Wiseman
of the Kentucky Advocates for Higher
Education, lnc., expressed his concern
over the dispute and his belief that the
parties need to work together.
"...This issue has been extremely
divisive and troubling for the
Advocates in their efforts to gain

increased support for higher education," Wiseman said in the letter. "Our
efforts are seriously hindered by this
controversy.
"I encourage you to find alternatives
that will bring the communities of
Paducah and Murray together. The
resolution of this issue by the Council
is critical to the success of all our
efforts toward support for higher education," he continued.
Encouragement to cooperate also
came from the CHE staff.
In their recommendation, the staff
urged, in part, that council members
consider a plan of action that would
include Murray, Paducah and the
University of Kentucky.

In its list of rationales for the proposal the CHE noted, "Relationships
between the Murray and Paducah
communities are strained, especially
in relation to the delivery of higher
education programs. A proposal that
might be offered by community and
institutional leadership based on a
cooperative approach to the delivery of
professional engineering education
and joint use of a facility for a range of
needed educational programs should
be given serious consideration."
The recommendation also made note
of the Kentucky Advocates for Higher
Education's letter.
"The Kentucky Advocates for Higher
Education indicate that failure to find

a solution to the higher education con· both communities," he added.
troversy between Murray and
The staff also recommended that the
Paducah is seriously hampering their CHE members ..refuse to entertain a 2.
effort to develop legislative consensus + 2 arrangement proposed by the
for improving higher education fund- University of Kentucky and Paducah
ing in the 1996 General Assembly," Community College to offer bachelors
the staff wrote.
-programs in chemical and mechanical
Gary Cox, the CHE's executive engineering education in Paducah: It
director, stressed the importance for also recommended that if the council
Murray State and Paducah to resolve should adopt the joint UK/MSU/PCC
anything that divides them.
proposal then it should include "pro"Murray and Paducah need to find grammatic and maintenance and
way to get along and better serve the operations funds for a facility to be .
region," he said. "The Purchase area constructed in Paducah with non-state
needs higher education institutions to funds only."
cooperate.
This recommendation will be formally
presented to the council for con"If the relationships were improved
sideration
at Monday's meeting.
... there would be many benefits to

'Not guilty... '

UNDER THE BIG TOP

Students react to Simpson verdict
BY TOM KIMMEL
MANAGING EonOR

The trial of the century is
now history, but it will contin·
ue to be a topic of conversation
for many years to come.
0 . J . Simpson, who was
charged with the brutal murders of his ex-wife Nicole
Simpson and Ronald Goldman
on June 12, 1994, was acquitted by a Los Angeles jury on
Tuesday.
The Simpson trial has captivated
the
nation,
and
Tuesday's verdict was the most
watched television program
since the infamous ..chase."
Like the rest of the nation1
the Murray State community
paused for a moment on
Tuesday to watch the verdict.
Students skipped classes and
others left class early so they
could watch. Some professors,
being no different than students, let class out early so
they could watch the jury's
decision too.
Public opinion across the
nation is split on whether the
jury made the right decision.
MSU students are no different.
"' think that the jury made
the right decision in that there

Scott Nanney/Staff
Murray State University e mployees erect one of two tents In the northeast comer of the Quad Wednesday afternoon In preparation for Saturday's lnauguradon of University President Kem Alexander.

Alexander:
BY ANGEL fAIRBANKS

Kern
Alexander,
Murray
State
University's ninth president, is scheduled
to be inaugurated tomorrow at 10:30 a.m.
in Lovett Auditorium.
Alexander, who has served as president
since July 1, 1994, has come from a family
of educators. His father was a school superintendent and his mother was an elementary school teacher.

"All of my family's discussions were educational seminars," Alexander said.
His two sisters and brother also entered
the field of education and are presently
teaching.
Alexander finished his early education at
Valley High School in Valley Station. He

earned his baccalaureate degree in English
and history at Centre College. At Western
Kentucky University, he earned his master's degree in education. And his doctoral
degree in educational administration came
from Indiana University in Bloomington.
"I wanted to be a professor when I was
going through my doctoral studies at
Indiana. That was my goal," he said. "I've
spent most of my career being a professor."
Alexander became interested in the
See ALEXANDER/13

Vandals target students' autos
BY TIM SOLLEY
REPORTfR

The Department of Public
Safety has noticed an alarming
increase in the number of vandalisms and thefts involving
student owned vehicles on campus.
The University Police have
records of ten incidents occ~-

ring since September 28. They
range from windows being s hot
out to stolen property valued at
up to $400.
According to Public Safety
records, most of the problems
are centered around the
Stewart Stadium and Springer
Hall parking lots.
"We are beefing up our
patrols and personnel in that

News

area ," said Joe Green, associate director of Public Safety.
Green said most of the windows were shot out by pellet or
BB guns. Green also advised
that students should not leave
valuable items in their vehicles.
"A college campus is no place
to bring fine automobiles,
stereos, and things of that

nature," Green said.
Clair Kanipe, freshman from
Morganfield, reported that her
car was vandalized while
parked at the top of the stadi·
urn lot. She said it was kicked.
dented and bad ..Slayer"
scratched into the door with a
sharp object.
See

College Life

BY SCOTT NANNEY
SENIOR STAff WRITER

A publication by U. S. News and World Report magazine,
called America's Best Colleges , has rated Murray State in
the top tier of the category "Southern Colleges and
Universities" for the fourth straight year.
The 1996 college guidebook, which hit newsstands last
week, ranked Murray State in the top fourth of that category.
Each school was awarded a ranking based on several criteria that included statistics measuring colleges' reputation,
selectivity, financial resources, faculty resources, alumni satisfaction and retention of students.
Over 2,700 college presidents, deans and admissions directors participated in the survey on academic reputation. Each
participant was asked to rank all the schools in the same cat·
egory as their qwn institutions.
Murray State president Kern Alexander said he was happy
with the school's ranking.
"We are certainly pleased and we think that that is a group
of university's that, generally, we want to be among,"
Alexander said. We want to be among the better schools like
North Carolina-Charlotte, Richmond, The Citadel and James
Madison.
"Lots of schools hang on to that rating as a way of estabSee RANKI NG/13

VANDALISM/13
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'Three Blind Mice ••• '

Hold the meat, please

MSU ready for UTM

Disgruntled students in Elizabeth
Hall report a growing
problem with mice in
their rooms.

Vegetarians may not eat meat. but
they still manage to
find plenty to eat on
campus.

The S-0 Racers look to clinch
their first winning
season since 1989
against Skyhawks.

6

8

See TRIAtj1 3

Murray State ranked as
one of the South's best

a look at the man

RELATED STORY
See Page 3

REPOIT£1

was an apparent reasonable
doubt in regard to the testimony of Mark Furhman (retired
Los Angeles Police Detective
who was a key prosecution witness until the defense introduced testimony conflicting his
claims that he was not a
racist,)" said Jack Bosley,
senior form Owensboro.
Other students disagree.
"I did not watch enough of
the case to make an opinion,"
said Brent Webster, junior
from Louisville. "I was surp~ed though, I thought he
would be guilty."
"I think he was guilty," said
Al
Curry,
senior
from
Princeton. "I think there is a
possibility that Mark Furhman
planted the glove at Simpson's
estate but O.J. is still guilty."
Opinions on the coverage of
the trial are as varied as opinions on the verdict.
"At first I watched it and
then I got so disgusted with
myself that I made it a point
not to," Webster said. "I am
sorry two people got killed but I
really wish the American society had not gotten so involved
with the case."
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Wilkinson signing books, not law

\

'

Fonner Gov. Wallace G. Wilkinson will be signing copies of his
new book You Can't Do That, Gouernor! at the University Book
Store, 8:30-9:30 a.m., Saturday, Oct. 7.
The book is Wilkinson's account of his experiences as governor
of Kentucky.
Wilkinson said, "I wrote You Can't Do That, Gouernor! so that
others could see the behind the scenes the efforts that led to
Kentucky's historic reforms."
Wilkinson's book , said to be controversial, retails for $24 and
is available at area bookstores . .
The former governor will also be attending the inauguration
ceremonies for Murray State President Kern Alexander.
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Friday, October 6
.Cinema International • Presents "Mystery Train: 7:30p.m. CurTis
Center Theater. Free admission.
-Gala Mualcal ShowcaM • Ensembles and artists from Murray
State's department of music will be featured In the showcase, part
of the Inaugural weekend, 7:30 p.m., Lovett Auditorium. Followed
by a reception in the Clara Eagle Gallery, Doyle Fine Arts Center.
•Piayhouae In the Park • The Unexpected Guest , 8 p.m. For tickets call the Playhouse at 759-1751 .
eMovle - "Tuskegee Airmen,• 8:30 p.m., Barkley Room, Curris
Center.

Reading series

Saturday, October 7

The Department of English and the College of Humanistic
Studies is sponsoring their annual reading series. Philip Deaver
will be the first reader of this series.
Deaver will be reading from Silent Retreats, a collection of his
works and some new writing, in the Main Reading Room, Pogue
Library, at 7:30 p.m., on Thursday, Oct. 12.
Deaver is a winner of the Flannery O'Connor Award for short
fiction.
After he is finished reading he will take questions from the
audience and answer students questions about writing.
Squire Babcock said, "Any student that may be new to literature might find this reading interesting and enjoyable, and
encourages students to come."
A reception will follow the reading. Admission is free. For
more information call 762-4730.

elnauguratlon event - Dr. Kern Alexander is inaugurated as the
ninth president of Murray State University. Ceremony at 10:30 a.m.,
Lovett Auditorium. Reception from noon-1 p.m., Forrest C. Pogue
Library.
•Hiking- Newman House Catholic Campus Ministry, 3:30p.m., hlk·
lng at Land Between the Lakes. If interested call 759·2228.
.Cinema International - Presents •Mystery Train: 7:30 p.m. CuiTis
Center. Free admission.
•Piayhouaeln the Park - The Unexpected Guest, 8 p.m .

'A sort of art wear'
An exhibition of Hye Seon Lee's recent costumes and paintings
can be viewed in the upper level of Murray State's Clara M.
Eagle Art Gallery through Oct. 15.
Lee creates what she describes as "a sort of art wear-not
ready-made clothes," by combining hand embroidery and various
dye techniques.
Lee's paintings are mixed media. For her subject matter Lee
chooses vegetation, water, rocks, nature and other materials.
The Eagle gallery is located on the fifth floor of the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center. The gallery is open Mon., Wed. and Fri.
from 8 a .m. to 6 p.m. and from 8 a .m. to 7:30 p.m. on Tues. and
Thurs. Weekend hours are 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Sat., and 1 to 4
p.m. on Sun.

Junior Pamela Mason, from West Palm Beach, Fl. and
Senior Kesha Kissinger, from Louisville, prepare a
Homecoming bulletin board.

Tuesday, October 10

Enhance WordPerfect skills
A class is being offered to help enhance WordPerfect skills,
verion 6.0 for DOS, beginning on Oct. 9 and continuing through
Oct. 30 from 6-9 p.m, Business Building, room 209. This class is
sponsored by the office of community educat ion and is designed
for the novice computer operator with some keyboarding skills.
The course will cover how to insert and move text, spell-check,
thesaurus use; how to save and retrieve documents, and block
functions. A professor of business administration, Dr. Buddy
Krizan, will be teaching t he course.
The tuition fee of $100 includes instruction, a diskette and
WordPerfect handbook. An intermediate course on WordPerfect
is scheduled for the spring semester.
For more information, or to register for t he course, call the
office of community education at 762-2160.

BIOLAGE
BLENDS ~

11 a.m.- Stewart Stadium
parking lot
Saturday, Oct. 7 before the
Racers vs. UT-Martin game

. Dance
'

foUowing the game
from 9 • 11 p.m.
outside of Hart H a II
fjijiijj~~

Wednesday, October 11
-Meeting - Alpha Chi meeting, 4:30 p.m., Ohio Room, CurTis
Center.

Thursday, October 12
.College program• • The 1996 Walt Disney World college program, and the Washington D.C. White House intem program Informational session, 4:»5:30 p.m., Barkley Room, Curris Center.
.Cinema International • Presents "La Ronda," 7:30 p.m. CurTis
Center. Free admission.
*Election• - Homecoming Queen elections, 8:30 a.m., Curris
Center.

~~·

BREW YOUR
OWNB~t:R!

A GIFT
Ll KE NO

It's really Incredibly simple. Once you start brewlng
your own, no store-bought juice will do.
Impress yourself, your friends- even your mom I

OTHER
Give the unforgettable gift
of sensuous hair, a healthy
scalp, and the ultimate in
relaxation. A Biolage Blends
personalized gift certificate
will surprise .md delight th.11 special friend, relative or business
associate. And, it's a gift that keeps on giving treating today's
hair, taking care of tomorrow's! Biolage Blends brings the power
of therapeutic pl,ults and flowers into new, personalized hair
and scJip lr<.'.1trncnts, as Aromascience11 pure fragrance lifts the spirit
and delights the senses. Our gift certificates can he customized

for

•Recital - Duo piano recital, Dr. Stephen Brown & Eleanor Brown,
8 p.m., Farrell Recital Hall.

t

wmatrlx·

fUt NTiAL!

: Tailgate Party ·

Sunday, October 8
.Piayhouae In the Park • The Unexpected Guest, 2 p.m.
•Recital - Guest artist recital, William Davis will perform on the bassoon, 3:30 p.m., First United Methodist Church.

ro"'"RE9DfiOIES

lndud~

with the Beginner Kit is our exclusive 5 gal. collapsible
Brew-Boy•, plastic bottling bucktt. floating thermomtter.
bottle capptr and caps. all netd~ lngr~itnts to makt your first
cast of beer, and a bootltt of dttJil~. easy to follow instructions.

(,\'t ~\,OF THIS FOil O~lt

$'£ A/86> '
~- ~
Call to order, and for your free brochure -

~

1-800-715-8422

GENERATIONS

#2 Dixieland Center
753-0882

~~

Lyn <..ampbcii-McKinncy
Anne-Marie Hale

$5 q[f Bto Blend Service
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111 Wilson Hall, 2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, KY 42071-3301

HOW TO CALL U8
News....................................762·4468
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Sports ..................................762·4481
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This newspaper is a member of
Associated Collegiate Press, Columbia
Scholastic Press Association, Kentucky
Press Association, and Kentucky
Intercollegiate Press Association.

The Murray State News is distributed
free to students. faculty and staff during
the fall and spring semesters. Newspapers
should be available by 9 a.m. on Fridays at
the following buildings on campus:
Curris Center, Winslow Cafeteria. Wells
Hall, Sparks Hall. Wilson Hall, Business
Building, Faculty Hall, Blackburn Science,
Fine Arts, Stewart Stadium, Physical Plant,
Mason Hall. Waterfield Library, Industry
and Technology Center, Ordway Hall and
Lowry Center.

__

...............

~1M

"Assassins"
CRl

Brad PIU A Mora•• ...._.. "

"Seven"
(R )

"Babe"
Friends and alumni may subscribe to
The Murray State News by contacting Joe
Hedges at762·2998 or Orville Herndon at
762-4491. A one year subscription is $10
payable In advance.

(G )

• BARGAlN MATINEE'S

This newspaper is printed on recycled
newsprint at The Murray LedQer & Times,
1001 Whitnell Ave., Murray, Ky. 42071.
Photolithography work appearing in
The Murray State News is produced by
Lila McCuiston at Murray State
University's Printing Services.

Sat urday A Sunday
•MSU NIGHTS:
1\ae..Say t& WedM..Say

The membership commitee of Omicron Delta Kappa is now accepting
applications from qualified students. The minimum criteria that must be
met by a student to be eligible for consideration are:
A. Junior, Senior, or Graduate standing
B. Rank in the upper 35% of class
C. One semester in residence at Murray State University
D. Attainment of special distinction in at least two of the following five

areas:
I. scholarships

2. athletics
3. campus activities, religious activities, social service, community service, etc.
4. journalism, speech, and the mass media
S. creative and performing arts
Interested students may pick up an application form at the information desk in the
Curris Center or in the Student Affairs office (Ordway Hall).
All applications must be returned by Monday, Oct. 9 to
Dr. Don Robertson, Student Affairs office, Ordway Hall

\

NEWS

•naugurating a president
Former Governors will attend
STAFF REPORT

.Four former Kentucky governors will join

with MSU President Kern Alexander to celebrate Alexander's inauguration as ninth president on Saturday.
Governors Louie Nunn, Julian Carroll,
Martha Layne Collins and Wallace Wilkinson
will share the stage with Alexander in Lovett
Auditorium at 10:30 a.m.Nunn was born in Park, Ky., in Barren
County where he currently resides. The brother of Virginia Strohecker of Horse Cave, who is
a former MSU board member, Nunn served as
city attorney from Glasgow and judge of Barren
County.
He has served the military in both the
infantry and air force. Nunn's juris doctor
degree was obtained from the University of
Louisville School of Law in 1950. AJJ. governor,
he was responsible for bringing the University
of Louisville into the state system and creating
Northern Kentucky University, the first new
college in Kentucky m 58 years.
In 1975 Julian M. Carroll was elected to a
four-year term as the governor of Kentucky
after he completed a term of the previous governor. The largest winning margin in the
state's history was represented by his election.
Carroll preceded his term as governor with a
term as a state representative. He was elected
as Speaker of the House in 1968 after serving
five terms in the House. In 1971 he was elected
as lieutenant governor. The practicing attorney
and active lay minister is a native of
McCracken County.
Carroll attended Paducah Junior College and

graduated from ~.be University of Kentucky in
1954 with a msjor in political science. In 1956
he received his law degree from the University
of Kentucky.
The Murray State University Industry and
Technology building is named after former governor Collins. She also preceded her term as
governor with a term as lieutenant governor of
Kentucky. Her two major goals as governor of
the Commonwealth included improving educational opportunities and promoting industrial
development.
Speaking of the changes during her term as
governor, Collins said, "I know we've gotten
Toyota and several other msjor employers, but
what really got us started in industrial development was the passage of the educational
reform package in 1985."
Collins is a native of Shelby County. She
attended Lindenwood College in St. Charles,
Mo. and graduated from the University of
Kentucky with a Bachelor of Science degree.
Former governor Wilkinson is the founder
and chairman of the board of Wallace's Book
Company, Inc. a~d the Wilkinson group.
Wilkinson began his business career as a student of the University of Kentucky. In 1987 he
was elected the Governor of Kentucky.
Wilkinson is a native of Liberty, Ky., who
remembers his term as one during which
Kentucky was recognized as a national leader
in economic development and educational
reform.
Copies of his latest book, You Can't Do That,
Governor! will be signed at the Bookstore on
Saturday from 8:30-9:30 a.m.

September 28
6:24 a.m. William Derington reported the windshield
of his vehicle had been shot out of his vehicle while it
was parked near Winslow Cafeteria.
7:21 a.m. Jeremy Robinette reported the windshield
of his vehicle had b~en shot out of his vehicle while it
was parked behind Richmond Hall.
3:07 p.m. Lee Cope reported the windshield of his
vehicle had been shot out of his vehicle while It was
parked near Hart Hall. A BB was found Inside the
vehicle.
4:58 p.m. There was a complaint about skateboard·
ers at the Martha Layne Collins Industry and
Technology Building.
8:48 p.m. A MSU student had an asthma attack. He
was transported to Murray Calloway County Hospital
by ambulance. The student was treated and released.
9:04 p.m. There was a report of a man and woman
fighting on N. 16th Street. It was a domestic problem
and a verbal argument only.
September 29

12:01 a.m. A fire alarm was set off on the first floor of
Richmond Hall.
11 :45 a.m. Jon Broderhausen reported his vehicle
had been broken Into while It was parked at Stewart
Stadium. A CD player, valued at $399, was stolen
from the vehicle.
3:24 p.m. Kirk Cotham reported his vehicle had been
broken into while it was parked at Stewart Stadium. A
radar detector, valued at $20, was stolen from the
vehicle.
3:24 p.m. Patrick English reported his vehicle had
been vandalized while it was parked at Stewart
Stadium.
4:59 p.m. A vehicle belonging to April Kelly was vandalized while it was parked at Stewart Stadium.
September 30

11 :05 p.m. Gun shots were reported in the area of
Hart and Clark Hall. Nothing was found.
October 1
1:04 a.m. Cary Campbell was arrested and charged
with driving under the influence. He was lodged In the
Calloway District Jail.

Monday·Saturday 8:30 a.m.-11 p.m.
Sunday 9 a.m.-11 p.m.
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Chestnut Street. A transformer located at the south
end of Stewart Stadium malfunctioned. Power was
restored at 3:39 a.m ..
5:58 p.m. There was a report of people on top of
Hester Hall.
7:54 p.m. Gun Shots were reported In the area of
Hester Hall. Nothing was found.
October 3
2:43 a.m. Edward Parrish was lodged in the Calloway

District Jail and charged with wreckless driving, possession of a suspended license and driving under the
Influence.
3:30 p.m. Jeff Smith reported his vehicle had been
broken Into on Sept. 28. A camera and a flashlight,
total value $30, were missing form the vehicle.
6:20 p.m. Bradley A. Angel was issued a citation for
disregarding a stop sign.
1 :37 a.m. Phillip C. Wilcox was Issued a citation for
driving oo a suspended license. The license was con·
fiscated.
October4

9:21 a.m. A fire alarm was sounded in White Hall.
Facilities Maintenance was advised.
10:36 a.m. There was an auto accident on 16th and
Hamilton. No injuries were reported.
4:24 p.m. A complaint was filed because of skate·
boarders in the area of the Blackburn Science
Bwlding.
Racer Patrol Escorts ·22
Motorist Aulsta • 17
Information for Police Beat was gathered and compiled by the Murray State News staff from materials
available to the public at
the Public Safety office.

Order Your Homecoming Mums Now/
Mums Start at Just $12.50 ,/
Orders Must Be Placed by Oct. 12 ,/
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Dixieland Center
753- 6745
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Open Daily Monday - Saturday
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October 2
2:45 a.m. There was a power outage north of

r-----------------,
J

Washers still

75¢

2:47 a.m. An offiCer found a vehiCle broken into near
Richmond Hall. A stereo, valued at $350, was missIng.
2:54 p.m. Virginia Kanipe reported her vehicle vandalized while it parked at Stewart Stadium.
3:53 p.m. Phillip Williams reported personal property,
valued at $175, stolen from his room in Regents Hall.
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would ftke to Cong'l.atulate
Rachel Boone
Amy Boyd
Beth Bradley
Jennifer Breining
Mary Buelow
Lori Burling
Daniele Cave
Christina Conkright
Rennae Dalton
Jodi Dirks
Karen Eddins
Ann Edwards
Vanessa Ervin
Shelley Estes
Tori Greer
Alea Haynes
Shannon Hensley
Stephanie Holt
Erica Hulse

ou't newe~t r.befta membe't~.

Tandy King
Kristi Lane
Aimee Lashlee
Maria Locklear
Lisa Pelts
Karen Record
Shanna Riley
Amy Risley
Nicole Schaad
Malia Schmidt
Amy Simpson
Amy Jo Thomas
Belynda VanMeter
Dawn Vimont-Hollar
Cara Watkins
Tiffany Weingartner
Emily White
Sharalyn Wilkie
Julie Willingham
Heather Wingate

Cfh.ank !:JOU to !Beu Cook
(o'l. doing a wonde'l.(uf job a1. c;/f[pha Education Chai'l. .
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VIEWPOINT

IN OUR OPINION

Health Services wants to help Fees

A m ouse, a mouse,
a mouse in the house
As the years have passed, there have been a

;
:
·
·

:'

number of things that have been wrong in the
residence halls. There have been invasions of
lady bugs, roaches and ants. Now residents are
having to deal with new unwanted guest: mice.
We say the mice have to go. The residence halls
are for the students and it is our belief that the
students don't want guest of this type anyway.
Housing needs to get on the ball and get control of the mouse situation. As we all know, mice
breed quickly, carry disease, and leave behind
vile reminders of their presence.
Students come to this University and the residence halls will be home for the length of time
they are here.
We feel students living conditions should be
just like the conditions in which the live in at
home, and most don't live with mice.
With a little bit of effort and care, residence
hall cleaning staff members could place mouse
traps and some poison for the little animals and
rj.d residents of the pest.

To The Editor:
The staff of Health Services wish towelcome all students to Murray State
University.
Our primary goal is to help students
stay healthy. We want students to be able
to make informed decisions about their
health concerns, and to take personal
responsibility for their own health.
Aside from taking care of ill students,
the staff members are here to provide you
with any health care information that you
might need.
Last year, there were nearly 10,000 student visits to our clinic.
In most cases, students can plan their
visits to the clinic between classes.
Each year we receive numerous request
for written excuses from class, and we do
not write blanket excuses.
The majority of professors will accept
the students' word when they miss class
because of illness, however, the student
may ask the professor to call the clinic for
verification.
No other information will be released to
anyone without the written consent of the
student. All conversations and medical
records are strictly confidential.
According to the American College

r•

I

111 WilsonHall
2609 University Station
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free theater
To the Editor:
The comment of Chris Compton of
Madisonville (Campus views) of September
29 prompt me to write. Mr. Compton stated
it would be an improvement if, "... the activ- ·
ity fee would be used for things other than
just sporting events, such as the theater."
Apparently the Department of Speech
Communication and Theater has fallen
down in the area of communication. Please
be aware Mr. Compton and others, that a
part of the Student Activities fee does go
toward the theater.
All performances of the MSU Theater are
"free" at the door to MSU students. Just
show your ID and you can get tickets to
Oleanna tonight or any night of the run.
The same will apply to "Lend Me A Tenor"
in November, "The Dining Room" in
December, "Dance Concert 15" and "For
Colored Girls"... in February and "Little
Shop of Horrors" in April.
I hope all MSU students are aware of this
fact, and I urge them to take advantage of
the theater their student activity fees pay
for!
James I. Schempp
Associate Professor of Theater

Roberta Garfield, MSN, CNAP
Director
Kathleen Price, RN ,C
Associate Director

--.. . . fHAT CDUI.D Posst
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We believe that more precaution should be
taken on the Murray State campus to prevent
· any student from being stalked.
After a recent report of a stalking incident, the
. University should step up it's security efforts
and be more aware of what students are doing
on campus day and night.
We support the Racer Patrol's night escort service. The escort allows stude:qts to feel..safe as
they make their way across the campus.
We think that Racer Patrol should step up
their walking patrol to day time walking patrol
as well.
The reason for this is that it will bring about
an added sense of security to students and
decrease the possibility of anyone being stalked.
The University could also implement safety
programs that would educate people about what
is considered stalking.
No one wants to be constantly watched by any
, individual male or female.
All students have the right to their own privacy and space. No one should be afraid at anytime
to go anywhere on campus and be under the
watch of some disturbed individual.
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Health Association's Recommended
Standards for a College Health Program,
the students are responsible for class
attendance and the completion of assign·
ments.
We encourage all students to communicate directly with their professors if they
miss class because of illness.
On occasion, when a student must miss
several classes for a longer period of time,
a written excuse will be provided.
Pleaae feel free to visit our clinic for any
health concern that you may have.
You do not have to be ill to utilize our
services. The clinic is open Monday
through Friday when classes are in session.
We want to be your partner in helping
you to make good decisions about your
health choices.
The professional nurses encourage students to call the Health Line Monday Friday, Sa.m.-12:00 p.m. and 1-4:30 p.m.
at 762-3809 if you have any questions concerning your health.
Have a great and healthy year!

:'Racer Patrol should be
:·more aware of stalkers
I
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Another trial theory could have convicted OJ
Now that it is all said and done, Mr.
Simpson is a free man. I
In ,
never thought that it
would
happen, but it did.
My
rm glad that it is all over.
Opinion
If he had done it, I
would have been happy to
see him go to the pen, but
now that they have found
him innocent, I believe it
is time to leave the man
alone and find someone
else to mess with.
MICHAEL D.
The only thing that
bothers me now is the
JOHNSON
things that I have been lisViewpoint
tening to people say here
Editor
on campus. Those things

have really made me realize just how the
nation has made OJ out to be the only person to do the crime from the beginning.
Though I'm happy that OJ was acqUitted, I have one theory that could have been
used to convict him if the prosecution
would have been able to get a mistrial back
in February.
The way the prosecution should have
gone at things should have been that OJ
hired a hit for Nicole. I believe if they
would have played things that way, OJ
would have gotten convicted. That would
have made the time frame that they presented more likely.
The prosecution should have said from
the beginning that OJ left the Rockingham
Estate in the Bronco. He went to Nicole's

where he observed the people he hired to
do the hit. The excuse for the blood would
be that he was being nosy and got some
blood on him at the scene. They didn't do
that so OJ is a free man, and they should
let him get on with his life.
After a very quick celebration, OJ would
be smart if he picked a new location to
hang his hat. If I were him, I would move
away to some town where no body would be
looking for me. I don't think anyone would
look for him in Water Valley Kentucky or
say some other hole-in-the-wall like
Brewers Kentucky. Nice private locations
right? OJ bad better keep those towns in
mind so he can make better use of his time
while hiding from the media and Ronald
Goldman's father.
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Senior, Chicago, Ill.
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Junior, Paducah
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Junior, St. Louis, Mo.

Jeremy Shelley
Senior, Paducah

"There is not enough
emphasis on sciences and mathematics. There
should be an equivalent balance
between the courses
required."

'7 think general education requirements
should be geared
toward whatever
your major is."

"I would drop
humanities courses
because I think it is
a waste of time taking them . .,

"Science majors
have to take two
humanities, two
IDC's two social sciences and two fine
arts while only only
two sciences and one
math are requir.ed.
There needs to be
some equity."

Photos and interviews

by Tim Solley/Staff
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Fort Sntith fires-up students
BY jACOB BURGESS
STAff WliTEI

Murray State University and
Livingston Central High School have
joined together to renovate Fort Smith
in Smithland, Kentucky to get more
high school students involved in
bands-on education.
The MSU and LCHS plan is to "turn
this National Register of Historic
Places site into an interpretive center
and community park," said Dr.
Kenneth C. Carstens, professor of
anthropology at Murray.
The work will be done by students
from Murray, Livingston Central
High and residents of Smithland.
The fort is located behind the high
school, maJing it ideal for educational
uses. Civil War studies and science
lessons can all be taught on and
around the fort.
The Kentucky Heritage Council has
provided a $1,500 grant for the work
going on at the fort. The grant will
cover the purchasing of two
Charleston Battery benches that will
be set at the foot of the nature trail so
people can "Sit down and enjoy
nature," Carstens said .
The grant will also pay for Meg
Tolley, Livingston Central biology
teacher, to have her students identify
trees by common and genus name that
are native to the area. Murray State
shop classes will make the signs with
the names of the trees, to be placed by
the correct tree. The grant covers the
cutting down of brush around the fort
to tum it into more of a public park.
Carstens has received a total of
$21,500 in grants for this project.
"All the grants we have received so
far are to integrate all aspects of high
school science and social science
including home economics and shop,"
Carstens said on the work being done
on the fort.
One unseen change that has
occurred since the program started is
that more Livingston Central stu-

illustration provided by Ken Carstens
The 1861 Scheller map of Smithland shows the two original forts near the confluence of the Ohio and Cumberland
Rivers. The fort to the left is now the sight of a retirement home. The fort on the right Is behind Uvinpton Central
High School and Is the site of current excavations and the future park.

dents are going to Murray State
instead of Western Kentucky
University. Carstens stated that students there are more excited about
education and learning.
The Kentucky state fundamental
test scores have risen at Livingston
Central since the start of the project.
Many universities are now modeling
Murray's plan to get more high school
and college students involved in
hands-on education.
During the excavations, Murray
State and LCHS students have found
nails from a house, a collapsed chimney, an enlisted man's coat button and
an empty Bitters Beer bottle.
Fort Smith is important in the history of Western Kentucky. The 13th

Colored Heavy Artillery Unit was staA five year plan includes a wish list
tioned at Fort. Smith in 1864.
for the purchase of a 7,000 pound
Smithland still had slaves when the replica cannon. The cannon is the
13th arrived. Most of the slaves took same type as was originally at Fort
advantage of the opportunity and left Smith that could shoot a 32 pound
their owners.
shell a mile-and-half down the
Lou Wallace, the author of Ben Cumberland River.
Hurr, was commander of the fort at
Carstens is hoping to get a grant
some point.
from the National Park Service, with
Fort Smith is also the only union the help of U.S. Senator Mitch
fort still standing in Western McConnell, to pay for the cannon.
Kentucky.
• The opening of the fort is scheduled
Ail Indiana regiment known for for April of 1996.
their middle eastern dress, called
There will be walldng tours of hisZouzas, spent a short time stationed toric houses in Smithland. The 15th
at the fort.
Artillery Regiment, a group of Union
The high school home economics Civil War reenactors, will have canclass is making a replica of the uni- non·firing demonstrations during the
form for one of the displays.
opening ceremonies.

Hi-tech skills develo_ped _at MARC
Department of geosciences offers valuable real world experience
BY SHELDON STAATS
ON·UNf EDITOR

Christy Davis, graduate student from
Hopkinsville, works for the Center for Reservoir
Research at MARC while pursuing a Masters of science in geography.
The Center of Excellence for Reservoir Research,
the department of Biological Sciences and the Mid
America Remote Sensing Center work together on
the state funded project. Davis is working on a
water quality project.
Biology students and faculty collect and test water
samples from Lake Barkley and students at MARC
translate and compare that information to satellite
pictures.
"There is a database that has different water quality parameters that have been taken." Davis said.
"They (biology students) go out on a cruise on the
lake to 15 to 20 different stations every 16 days (to

collect water samples) that coincides with when the
Land sat satellite goes over. They have a picture of
the lake and then they have the water quality samples. What we are trying to do is to take and figure
out what you can see from the satellite... and relate
the growth of chlorophyll and how·it is affected by
other parameters of the lake."
"It gives me experience with computer use, then
also it's a real world type project, that is what I'll be
doing on the outside," Davis said.
"We have had to learn all the types of computer
programs in our classes," Davis said. "You learn
about it but this is when you actually get to put it
into practice. You are responsible for the output of
your project. It's not everybody doing the same thing
and you are given a set of instructions -you have to
figure things out for yourself."

The Mid America Remote Sensing Center will
assist the Natural Resources Conservation Service
in soil mapping Graves County. Students in the geosciences department will convert the data that will
be published as an aid for farm management, wetlands and erosion control.
Grants like this serve a dual purpose. The
University benefits from grant income and coopers~
tive associations with off-campus agencies and students have an opportunity to develop experience
that supplements academic instruction.
"'Both undergraduate and graduate students
develop skills working on projects funded by grants
such as this," said Tom Kind, professor of geosciences is coordinator of the center.
Kind stated that the $12,500 NRCS grant is one of
many projects that are handled at MARC. The funding is generally handled by faculty; students are
directly involved in all other aspects of the research.
"Almost every one of our grants is contributed to
by students in a lot of different ways," he said. "They
run the various software packages that we have,
they get involved in gathering background information and they get involved in production of the output we have -like maps."
"They get involved from beginning to end... they
work on it and see it through from start to finish,"
Kind said.
"If they are a masters student they might relate
some of that work to a thesis," said Kind. "We have
some undergraduate students working on them too."
Kind hopes to increase the amount of involvement
by undergraduate students at MARC.
"There are probably more graduate students than
undergraduate but we are trying to change that
because we are trying to get some of the stuff that
we do here in the undergraduate curriculum, so
they can get experience and they can work on projects a little bit more easily without so much training," Kind said.
Much of the center's work is done on or with the
aid of computers. Students have the opportunity to
use the same technology that is used in the private
Scott Nanney/staff
sector and by government agencies.
"We have the software packages that are the ones Christy Davis, graduate student from Hopkinsville, Is using a computer In the Hid America Remote
Sensing Center to display a representation of Lake Barkley. the subject of a research project.
in demand," Kind said.
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.FYE.tries to.help

freshmen's grades
BY C.D. BRADLEY
Ruol1u

Elizabeth Hall

hom~

I

to girls, rodents

lh AMY PONDER
ASSISTANT MANAGING EDfTOI

You are sitting in your dorm ·
room, struggling to absorb the
information in your textbook
when something suddenly
darts across the room. Has this
studying really gotten to you,
or: is this a rodent receiving free
room and board?
The girls on the fourth floor
of Elizabeth Hall would probably be the first to tell you that
the latter is true.
Lisa Nelson, residence advisor of the fourth floor, said residents in four rooms have
reported mice sightings in the
past seven weeks.
Although in three of four
instances only one mouse was
seen, sophomores Jennifer
McDaniel from Mt. Vernon, Dl.,
and Andrea Brown from
Hanson, have had several
encounters with unwelcome
rodenta.
'1 was sitting on the floor eating lunch and the mouse was
just crawling across the floor,"
McDaniel said.
McDaniel reported the first
sighting to Nelson about six
weeks ago. Nelson contacted
housing and a mouse trap was
put in the room.
However the girls soon realized that the problem bad not
been taken care of when they
found the food bad been stolen
without setting off the trap.
On a Saturday night two
weeks ago, McDaniel saw a
mouse again but was unable to
find it in her room until last
Thursday. Brown immediately
got on the phone and called the
housing department when the
girls' studying was interrupted
by two mice on the move.
'1 called housing and they
said 'if the worker was in they
would send him over,• she said.
Not satisfied by this
response,
Brown
called
President Kern Alexander's
office and talked to his secretary. AbOut 15--20 minutes later
three housing workers arrived.
McDaniel said the workers

Photo illustration by Danny Vowell / Photo Editor

Althoup a toy mouse Is depleted above, real mice have Invaded the fourth floor of Elizabeth Hall.
Slow action by housins caused a resident to call President Kem Alexander's office and complain. .

replaced the standard mousetraps with glue traps and
caught one mouse while they
were there, but none have been
caught since then. The girls are
temporarily staying in a room
on the ninth floor.
Mouse traps have since been
placed in all rooms on the
fourth floor. Housing is check·
ing these traps on a regular
baais.
Wendy Alexander, sopbomore of Hardensburg, is also a
fourth floor resident. Alexander
was the first to report the sighting of a mouse several weeks
ago. The mouse ran out of the
closet and into the hall.
"When we moved in there
were signs up that said
'Renovations in Process, Please
Excuse the Mess', but there
haven't been any renovations
done since we moved in," she
said. "There are extensive plaster problems, such as holes in
the walls of the hallway, and I
think this is where the mice are
coming from."
"The girls on my floor are

pretty much just disgusted.
They feel, the money they pay
to live here is not worth it, and
they shouldn't have to live in
those conditions," Nelson said.
Dave Blackburn, associate
director of housing, said that
having mice in Elizabeth Hall
is unusual.
"At various times when we
have had problems, it was in
Springer Hall. After the first
frost we would have a problem
with mice cotiling in trying to
get warm."
Blackburn said that they did
have one report of a mouse in
White Hall at the beginning of
the semester but that is all
they've heard from other halls
about the problem this year.
President
Alexander
acknowledged the fact that this
is not a new problem. He said
last summer when he first got
to Murray State he asked some
of the students if they had computers in their rooms. The students said they did not because
the mice would eat the backs of
the computers.

Alexander said last year over
Christmas break
extensive
extermination was done in
Clark, Franklin, and)lichmond
halls. Blackburn said poison is
put in the dorms during the
summer in mechanical rooms.
Melissa
Brower
from
Fairfield, Ill., saw a mouse in
her room when she was cleaning out a . food cabinet. She
noticed that a loaf of bread had
been chewed up and then saw
the mouse.
"' know I scared it because I
screamed and it went running
over by the sink and we haven't
seen it again," Brower said.
She said several girls have
placed towels out in the hall in
front of the doors to prevent the
mice from coming in under the
door.
Brower also said she feels
housing is doing everything
that they can do, but she is still
disgusted along with the other
residents.
"We pay big bucks 'for housing and we have mice!" Brower
said.

Part Time Employment·
Come work with us at
Briggs &Stratton Corporation.
Students May Work
Monday through Friday
Monday - Wednesday - Friday
Tuesday - Thursday

4 - 10:30 p.m.
4 p.m. 12:30 a.m.
4 p.m. - 12:30 a.m.

Apply now in the Placement Office at
21 0 Ordway Hall.
Located across the
boulevard from Sportys.
I

11 0 Main Street
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Acts of Vio·lence
Stalking victims recount personal tales of horror
' BY StONE HUTCHISON
ASSISTANT COLLEC£ lifE EDITOR

When Jennifer broke up with Mike she
thought her life could only get better. She was
wrong.
Jennifer., like many other women in this country, became the victim of a stalker.
"I broke up with him and he followed me for
weeks afterwards," Jennifer said. "He just couldn't accept that I was over him."
Jennifer said Mike would wait for her in park·
ing lots and outside of stores and businesses that
she would go in.
"I went to see my mother at work one day and
I had my niece with me." Jennifer said. "When
we came out to get in the car he was sitting in a
parking lot across the street watching every

.

"I put my niece in the car and took off, but no
matter how fast I drove 1 couldn't lose him,"
Jennifer said. "The only thing I could think to do
was go to my friend's house that was nearby. I
pulled into the driveway and ran to the front
door, but no one was home.•
"I turned around and Mike had pulled into the
driveway behind me and blocked my car in:'
Jennifer said. "He said he just wanted to talk to
me and wasn't going to hurt me, but I still don't
know what he would have done if we hadn't been
within sight and earshot of other people."
Jennifer said Mike had been emotionally abusive when they were dating and toward the end
of the relationship he had physically pushed her.
"I still can't believe the way he acted," Jennifer
said. "The worst part is that he was telling
everyone horrible things about me and when my
u .. ,,.,...., confronted him he told his mom and dad

that I was the one who wouldn't leave him
Susan said he eventually got the message that
she was not interested in him.
alone."
"I let him know I wanted to be left alone by
Jennifer said she is beginning to get over the
avoiding him," Susan said. "I made up a fictiincident and learned a valuable lesson.
"I know now that you have to be very careful tious boyfriend and that really put a stop to a lot
about who you trust," Jennifer said. "No matter of it.•
Susan said she would handle thinga differenthow well you think you know someone you can
ly
now than she did then.
never be sure of what they are capable of."
"' made sure my frienda knew about what was
Susan had a similar experience with a man going on and I never stayed at home alone,•
she met through a mutual friend.
Susan said. "' should have listened to my frienda
"We started out being friends and then he just when they told me that things were moving
refused to leave me alone," Susan said. "He was beyond simple friendahip and I would have just
married and he even brought his kids over to my came right out and told him to leave me alone."
apartment once to meet me."
"He called me all the time and then he started Editor's note: All names havt been changed to
leaving suggestive messages on my answering protect the identities of the sourcts.
machine," she said. "I started screening my calls
or letti
mate answer the phone."

Harassment can
happen anywhere
I

BY jESSICA

RAY

lEPoiTo

Photo illustration by Danny VoweiV Photo Editor
Jenny Wommack, sophomore from Benton, .studies outside of Carr Health at dusk as a stalker patiently watches from the bushes. Stalkers can
attack their victims at any time during the day or night.

'Oleanna' brings drama of sexual
harrassment to Johnson Theatre ·
Doun

audience.
"Hopefully people will become more sensitive to how they act
and what they say," Fleming said.
After production difficulties tpat pushed the opening date back,
Patricia Crider, alumnus, returned to Murray to accept the role
David Mamet's play "Oleanna" is ready for tonight's opening pro- of the student.
duction.
Crider agreed that communication is a key issue in the play.
The play focuses on sexual harassment issues between a stu·
"The crux of the play deals with communication," Crider said.
dent and a professor.
''If someone doesn't understand you, you have failed as a commuMark Malinauskas, director, said sexual harassment is only one nicator."
of the iss.ues dealt with in the play.
"I hope the play makes people more aware of the things that are
"It deals more with the concept of perception versus reality," going on every day," Crider said. "We take for granted a lot of
Malinauskas said. "The scenes deal with power, with dignity, with things in communication. Today you just can't do that."
the question 'what is truth.' Sexual harassment is the hook on
Malinauskas said the play may be entered in the American
which the playwright hangs the other issues."
College Theatre Festival, to be held in Murray in November.
The play has a cast of two. David Fleming, senior from Murray,
"Oleanna" opens tonight in the Robert E. Johnson Theatre in
portrays the professor.
the Price Doyle Fine Arts Building. Performances will run Friday
Fleming said he feels miscommunication is the most important and Saturday and Oct. 12,13, and 14. AU performances begin at 8
issue In the play.
p.m.
"It deals with how people can take little bits of information an.d
Admission is free for MSU students. General admission is $7.
put them together to make an entirely different meaning," Tickets for MSU faculty and staff are $6 and are $5 for senior citFleming said. "That's one of the big problems of the play."
izens. Tickets may be reserved by calling the box office at 762·
Flemi!f said he hopes the play will have a positive effect on the 6797.
BY REBECCA
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to defend herself.
The situation went from ver·
hal to physical abuse. Leslie
was left alone with six of the
men who were harassing her.
She says two of them were
standing in front of her and one
of them backed her against the
wall and put his banda in some
inappropriate poaitiona.
She even told her boas and
although he said he would take
care of it, nothing was ever
done.
In response, says Lealie, her
employer said she 'must be
doing something to provoke the
men.
Lori aaid she has experienced
verbal se:mal harassment here
on campus from a professor.
" The professor watches what ·
you wear," Lori said. "His eyes
wander everywhere but your
eyes. He watches the younger
student workers.•
There is help for people who
are victims of semal harassment.
Material obtained from the
Women's Center lists many
strategies to end the harassment.
• Know your rights. Sexual
harassment is illegal.
•Speak up at the time. Clearly
say -no."
• Keep records. Write a journal
and keep all letters received.
Record dates, time, witnesses
and the nature of the harassment.
•Tell someone. Do not let
frie11da and relatives be the last
to know. Others could be
harassed by the same person.
• Find professional support. A
counselor for emotional help
and information about how to
deal with the situation.
For assiatance regarding sexual assault, concerned students
should call the MSU Women's
Center. at 762-6851.

It can happen to you. It may
be the boss whose flirtatious
comments cross the line, or the
professor with the wandering
eyes.
Sexual harassment comes in
many forms and often goes
unreported.
to
materials
According
obtained from the Women's
Center, some surveys of women
in the working world indicate
as many as 70 percent have
been sexually harassed in some
way.
Sexual harassment falls into
two categories. Verbal harassment which includes sexual
innuendoes, suggestive noises,
humor or sexual jokes, propositions, or implied or overt
threats.
Physical harassment includes brushing against the
body, attempting to actual kiss
or fond, coerced sexual intercourse, assault, leering, or
obscene gestures.
Several women on campus
said they have had brushes
with sexual harassment which
have left them distressed.
"Sometimes things are said,
and you kind of smile and walk
away," said Kim. "You let
things slide."
Alice, another student, said
she endured sexual harassment from her employer at the
restaurant where she worked.
"No one knew what was
going on," Alice said. "'ne district manager was just as bad."
Alice said she worked there
for three years and the harassment continued throughout her
employment. She said her
employer would make comments on her physical features
and threaten her job if she didn't do certain things.
Alice said he came back to
the freezer, closed the door
behind her and he tried to Editor's note: All names have
touch her.
been changed to protect the
Leslie, another victim, tried identitits of the sources.

Women can take preventative measures against rape
father.
College aged women need to the well
Many women say rape can not hap- informed on the subject of rape. They
pen to them. Information obtained should know when rape is most likely
from the MSU Women's Center to occur and what to do if a rape does
believe otherwise.
happen.
According to the Women's Center,
Some rape prevention tips are:
approximately one in four women jn • Be aware of situations where people
the United States will be a victim of are drinking excessively. Women have
rape or attempted rape by the time a greater chance of being victimized in
they are 25. Women between the ages this situation.
of 16 and 24 are three times more like• Do not walk in isolated areas by
ly to be raped than women in other , yourself, especially at night.
age groups.
• Lock your car, when driving and
Rape is the most common felony in when parked.
the U.S today. There are nearly 1.3
• Look under you car and in the
rapes each minute and 78 each hour. back seat before getting into your car
However only 10 to 16 percent of rapes at night.
are ever reported to police.
• Always walk with your keys in
Rape is a serious crime, but one that your hand and walk confidently.
happens every day. Most victims are
• If you are carrying parcels, have
raped by someone they knew, such as them firmly in your hand before you
an ex-boyfriend, husband or step- leave the shopping area. Attackers can
BY KATIE THOMAS

STAff WltfT£R

strikoe easier if a woman has to fumble
at her car to put packages in.
• A course in self-defense can help
you think clearly and react quickly.
Murray State has had two rapes
reported to the office of Public Safety
from 1992-1994. However, many rapes
do go unreported.
"1 feel like it is safe here. Murray is
a safe community," said Rene Pulliam,
junior from Clinton Corners, N.Y.
Rape VIctim Information
Rape Victim Services 24 hour crisis
line: 1-800·928-RAPE

Rape Crisis Center
P.O. Box 8506
Paducah, Ky 42002-8506
Murray Office: 753·5777
MSU Women's Center: 762·8657
Source: MSU Women's Center
Chad E. Holder/Graphics Ed1101'

"However, I don't think people should
walk alone at night. Two people are
better than one."
"I feel a female should be smart
when she walks alone on campus,"
said Amy Perry, junior from Dunmor.
"I am very precautious because I carry
mace."
Mace and pepper spray are the new
trends in self-defense. These items can
be bought as keychains or hand-held
devices. Most local stores carry both
types of defense.
The Rape Victim Services is a service which provides support, counseling, medical and legal advice to victims of rape. They also offer a 24 hour
crisis line. All services are free and
completely confidential and available
to adults and children.
Community education presentations
are also available through the Rape
Victim Services. They offer self-

defense classes, rape awareness seminars and safety for women/risk reduction workshops. Campus organizations, sororities and even fraternities
are encouraged to conduct workshops
on rape and rape prevention.
The most important thing to do if
you are raped ia to immediately report
it to the local or campus police.
A specific campus study of the three
largest universities in the U.S. sug·
gests that 1,275 women were raped
during a given time, but only three of
those were reported.
Only five percent of college women •••:_
report rape to police.
If you are raped, get to a safe place
immediately. Do not destroy any valu·
able evidence at the scene of the rape
and do not bathe or change clothes. Be
examined by a doctor as soon as possible, and call the police or the Rape
Crisis Line.
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Vegetarians find alternative meals Panel to discuss
dents that follow a
vegetarian diet.
"We have added
Mama always said to eat your vegeta- brown rice to the
bles, and some students meticulously fol- menu
at
the
low that advice.
Thoroughbred Room
These vegetarians consume vegetables, because of its nutrigrains, and sometimes dairy products, but tional value," said
no meat.
Benton. "We also have
Lisa Midyett, senior from Paducah, is a garden burgers on the
lactoovo vegetarian which means she does- grill that are made
n't eat meat. but does eat eggs, milk, with dried milk."
cheese and other dairy products to supply
The T-Room also
her body with the necessary animal pro- provides an array of
teins.
•
vegetables in the main
Midyett said that she became a vegetari- line, along with a
an as an experiment to see what it was like salad bar and vegand just stuck with it. She's been a vege- etable entrees such as
vegetable lo-mein and L--------------~=
tarian for four years.
"I still eat good things like ice cream and meatless
spaghetti Lynnette Hook, senior from Dahlgke n, Ill., chooses to make her
pineapple pizza," said Midyett.
sauce, said Benton.
own salad from the salad bar In W inslow Cafeteria.
Midyett said she often buys groceries
Bill Benriter, directing him/her go to all places with a meal
and ftxes meals in her room, but she also tor of food service, said that they provide plan," said Benriter. "We give them fleximanages to eat on campus.
choices of places for vegetarian students to bility."
"I have a meal plan and eat in Winslow, eat, extended meal hours, or tell them
Lori Tarr, senior dietetics mi\ior from
depending on what they are having," she where to go to eat on their own. He said Clinton, said that there are a number of
said. "I can eat things like the baked pota- that they also have a food service booklet categories of vegetarians. Some abstain
to bar and the taco salad without the to help them out.
from eating any type of meat while others
meat."
"If all else fails, we may allow the stu- allow themselves to eat fish or poultry.
"I can also go to Fast Track and just grab dent to be removed from his meal plan," Strict vegetarians eat no meat, eggs or
a carton of milk."
said Benriter. "But we have had success in dairy products.
Terri M. Benton, manager of the Curris the past with the handful of serious vegeShe said that vegetarians must eat a
center food service, said that Racer food tarians we know about."
variety of food from the other food groups
service does it's best to accommodate stu"We try to give a student choices by let- to obtain the nutrients their bodies need.
BY JENNIFER POTTER

STAFF WRITllt

homosexuality
students.
"I think this will help to
raise the confidence of our
For some students, college members," Allen said.
is full of hassles of classes, · Gwen-Marie Lerch , senior
homework and exams. For from St. Louis, said she
members of the Gay and thinks gays and lesbians face
Lesbian Student Organiza- intolerance, some physical
tion, however, being students violence and "pure hate" on
in college poses other prob- campus.
lems.
"We're trying to educate
The organization is spon- Murray State on what it's like
soring a panel discussion on to be gay," Lerch said.
homosexuality and homopho"The general purpose of this
bia at 7:00 p.m. on Oct. 11 in discussion is to further eduthe Curris Center Ballroom.
cate the students about the
The panel will include supression of homophobia,"
members of the organi~ation. said Tony Akers, president of
"Our goal is to decrease and the Gay and Lesbian Student
untimately eliminate homo- Organization.
phobia," said Robert Allen,
Akers said the discussion
adviser for th~ Gay and will be open for a udience
Lesbian Student Organiza- members to ask questions
tion.
about homosexuality.
Allen said he feels homo"We're not suggesting anyphobia is lesser on campus one come out of the closet,"
than in Murray and Calloway Akers said.
County, but is no lesser a
The discussion is f~e and
problem for gay and lesbian open to the general public.
B Y M ANDY WOLF

COllEGE l iFE EDITOR
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New ·s unday school class

DANCE FEVER

offers Christian insight
Chi Alpha Christian
Fellowship
and
' ' It is exciting because it is
Murray
First
an opportunity for students
If
the
words
Assembly of God.
"Sunday school" bring
Paul Lile, vice-presito study the Bible from a
to your mind thoughts
dent of Chi Alpha,
Christian perspective in a
of little children drawsaid he is excited
ing pictures of Moses
about the class.
non-secular class.
''
and singing "Father
"It
is
exciting
Abraham,"
think
because it is an opporPaullile
again.
tunity for students to
An inter-denominastudy the Bible from a
tional Sunday school class is opportunity for students to Christian perspective in a nonstarting Sunday, Oct. 8.
attend Sunday school who secular class," Lile said.
The class will be held Sunday might not be able to otherwise.
"I hope that people would get
"We are having this Sunday a better understanding of Jesus
mornings from 9 :30 to 10:15 in
the coffeehouse on the first school class on campus to make and his teachings, said
it easier and more convenient Jonathan James a member of
floor of Hart Hall.
Mark Randall, campus chap- for students to attend," Randall Chi Alpha. "More knowledge of
lain for Chi Alpha Christian said. "Anyone can get involved Jesus will help people in their
Fellowship, will be teaching the - just show up."
every day life."
Randall said students are
class, "The Life of Christ."
Randall said he plans to offer
"We will be studying the per- encouraged to attend the courses in the future for which
son of Jesus Christ," Randall church of their choice after students enrolled in the class
said.
class.
can get Bible school credit.
"If people don't have a church
The class will be using a textThe class is open to all stubook entitled "Life of Christ," they go to, there will be a van dents, and they may enroll by ·
which is available through leaving Hart Hall after class to attending the class.
go to First Assembly of God," he
Randall for $8.95.
Anyone
with questions
Randall said the class is said.
regarding the class may call
The class is co-sponsored by Mark Randall at 753-9786.
being offered to provide an
BY REBECCA DOUTT

STAFf

Danny Voweii/Photo Editor

Jason Gibson, senior from Wycliff, Ojs a street dance outside of Winslow C afeteria on Sept. 29.
The dance was sponsored by SGA.

wama

c:Neon !Beach
Tanning Salon &
Mini Storage
uMurray's Premier
Tanning Salon"
• MSU Students 10 visits
for S)25 recieve mini bottle
of Helix or Climax.
• 10% discount to MSU
S1iu;dents (doesn't apply to
specials)
• We have new bulbs in
all our tanning beds!
812 Whitnell Ave.
Beliiild Bel-Air Center
753-3333 or 753-3853

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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Racers set Skyhawk net

Cooper
burns
Irish,
critics

MSU moves to 11th in 1-AA poll; Cullors could reach 1,000 yards
Bv MIKE

0HSTROM

SPORTS EDITOR

The Murray State football
team has been a terror on_the
road, climbing atop the Ohio
Valley Conference by a halfgame over Eastern Kentucky
and Tennessee-Martin, the
undefeated Racers' opponent
Saturday at 1:30 p.m. at
Stewart Stadium.
At 5-0 (3-0 in OVC play) for
the fll'st time since 1984, MSU
could clinch its first winning
season since 1989 and earn the
school's first 6-0 start since
1981 with a win over the dangerous Skyhawks, who lead the
nation in scoring offense.
Third-year
head
coach
Houston Nutt, whose record at
MSU has improved to 14-13
(11-8), was upset with how his
troops took Austin Peay State
for granted in Saturday's 45-17
win in Cookeville, Tenn., but
feels the Racers will be pumped
to shut down UTM in front of
the home crowd.
"Tennessee-Martin is the
toughest challenge we'll have
faced all year," Nutt said.
"We're not the underdog; people are coming after us, and we
have to get ready to play.
"Our guys are looking forward to playing at home
because they're anticipating a
larger crowd. After four road
games, it's an opportunity to
regain our focus."
The Racers moved up to 11th
from 15th in The Sports
Network Division 1-AA Top 25
poll as the 12th, 13th and 14th
teams all fell. EKU, the only
other ranked OVC school, is
placed eighth.
MStrs defense, led by
Defensive Player of the Week
Jeff Hornak, remains first in
the nation in total defense. But
even though the Racers

stopped the Governors' leagueleading passing attack, the
6'1", 235-pound defensive end
believes the squad could have
responded better to APSU's
change to an option offense.
"I think the whole defense is
down because we gave up those
points," Hornak said. "They
(APSU) are a good team, but we
had a letdown and everybody
wasn't as focused as they
should have been."
The Racer defensive unit
allowed their frrst points since
the second game of the season
to the Governors, including the
first touchdown in over 14
quarters. Junior cornerback
William Hampton intercepted
his third pass of the season and
returned it for a 38-yard touchdown to end the scoring.
On offense, MSU sparkled as
tailback Derrick Cullors and
quarterback Mike Cherry
methodically marched the ball
against the Governors.
The Racers have outscored
their five opponents 183-34
thanks to the tandem of
Division I-A transfers.
Cullors, a 6'0", 188-pound
senior from Richardson, Texas,
needs just 197 yards against
the· Skyhawks to become
MSU's first 1,000-yard rusher
since 1978. The former Texas
Christian standout gained 201
yards on 25 carries for a touchdown, caught two Cherry passes for 11 yards another score
and returned a kickoff 52 yards
against APSU.
Cullors enjoys his role as the
featured running back in
Nutt's pro-style offense, and
does not mind the attention
from the press or opponents.
"I approach every game the
same way," said Cullors, who
leads the OVC in rushing and
scoring. "It's a team game; if I
have a good night rushing or if

Buckeyes have
potential as
title contender

Danny Voweii!Photo Editor
Senior tailback Derrick Cullors attempts to break free of Austin Peay State defenders In Saturday's
45-17 victory In Clarksville, Tenn.
we do something else, it's okay
as long as we win."
Cherry, a 6'4", 220-pound
junior from Texarkana, Ark., is
fourth in the league in passing
and fifth jn total offense, right
behind Cullors. The disgruntled signal-caller left optionminded Arkansas to play for
Nutt, who recruited him as an
assistant with the Razorbacks.
Cher:ry threw for two touchdowns against the Governors
and barreled in for another on a
quarterback sneak.
MSU leads the series record
with Tennessee-Martin 17-9-1,
including last year's 28-24
thriller. The Skyhawks boast
this week's top offensive player.
in the OVC .i n junior quarterback Jeff McCrone, who directed UTM's 36-31 comeback win
over Tennessee Tech.

~------------------------------------,

OVC Football Standings

Here's a breakdown of the OVC football standngs and a preview of this
weekend's gamEtf>:
Confer.ence All Games

Team

Win Loss

Murray State
3
Eastern Kentucky
2
UT-Martin
2
Middle Tennessee
2
Southeast Missouri State 1
Tennessee State
0
Morehead State
0
Austin Peay
0
0
Tennessee Tech

0
0
0
1
2
1
2
2
2

Win Loa•
5
4
3
3
1
1
1
1
1

0

1
1
2
4
3
3
4
4

~

Rifle

Racers

team

keyed

picked
5th

for SIU
Bv MIKE 0HSTROM
Srottn EDITOR

STAfF REPORT

Despite a 6137-6113 loss to
Jacksonville State Saturday in
Jacksonville, Ala., the Murray
State rifle team earned a flfthplace ranking in College Sports
Magazine's Preseason Division
I Rifle Top 10.
The Racers placed fourth in
the country at last year's
NCAA Championships in
Annapolis, Md., thanks in part
to the performance of lryt
Chance, a sophomore from
Louisville, Colo.
Chance led the way against
JSU with a 393 score in the air
rifle category. MSU outscored
JSU 1525-1522 in the division.
Ken Hicks, a freshman from
Morrison, Colo., continued to
shine in shooting a team-high
1166 with the smallbore rifle.
JSU won the round 4615-4588.
The Racers will not compete
until Oct. 21, when they travel
to Cookeville, Tenn. for the
Tennessee Tech Invitational.
Preseason Rifle Top 10
Team
1. West Virginia
21. Air Force
2t. Kentucky
4. Alaska-Fairbanks
5. Murray State •
6. Jacksonville State
7. Navy

Pta.
100 (10)
82
82
65

50
46
33

8. St. John's

27

9.Xa~r

24
22

10. Tennessee Tech
Source: CciiBgs Spotts Magazine

Chad E. Holder/Graphics Editor

t

Danny
lditor
Brad Hawthorne, a senior from Bloomington, Ill, returns a shot In last weekend's Murray State
Invitational at the Bennie Purcell Tennis Courts.

Hayden serves home win
Bv

BRIAN SMITH

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOit

The Murray State men's tennis team won one
singles bracket and one doubles draw last weekend at the MSU Invitational.
Freshman Chris Hayden won a singles title
with straight-set wins over second seeds Ryan
Floth of Louisville, Eastern Kentucky's Alfie
Cheng and Tennessee Tf!ch's Gustavo Castro.
"It feels so great to get my first singles title at
the collegiate level," Hayden said. "We practiced
hard all week to make a good showing in our
home tournament, and it paid off.
"It seems that everybody's good {in collegiate

play) and you need to be mentally and physically ready to play at all times, or you could be beat
before you know it."
In doubles play, the tandem of juniors Eric
Gressman and Shane McMillan came through
again to win the flight two doubles title, boosting
their record for the year to 7-0.
"Shane is a great partner, and we seem to click
when we play," Gressman said. "We don't get
down on each other and we complement each
other's game, which makes things easier for the
both of us."
The Racers will be back in action today
through Monday at the Southern Intercollegiate
Invitational in Athens, Ga.

With the Ohio Valley
Conference meet only three
weeks away, Murray State
cross country runners Jason
McKinney and Charmaine
Thomas have proven themselves to be among the top runners in the league following
their individual victories
Saturday at the Austin Peay
State
Invitational
in
Clarksville, Tenn.
Head coach Rachelle Roberts
praises the tandem for their
efforts and their potential for
further success going into
Saturday's Martin Food-Saluki
Invitational in Carbondale, Ill.
"I am really pleased with
Saturday's meet," Roberts said.
"Charmaine is more of middledistance runner, so this doesn't
come easy for her. I am excited
for Jason and Charmaine to get
competition at a higher level
and from bigger schools.''
McKinney, a sophomore from
Georgetown, lll., won OVC
Runner of the Week honors
after placing second at the
Mississippi State Invitational
Sept. 23 in Oxford, Miss. He
cruised to victory in the APSU
eight-kilometer run in 26:09.
Thomas, a senior from St.
John's, Antigua, raced to her
first cross country meet victory
in 19:53 over five kilometers.
Jeremy Sobecki and Phyllis
Jackson will miss the meet at
Southern lllinois because of a
mandatory class meeting and a
funeral, respectively.

While the undefeated
Murray State football team
was allowing the first points
of their three-game-old Ohio
Valley Conference schedule
to Austin Peay State in
Saturday's 45-17 win · in
Clarksville, Tenn., a changing of the guard in the
Division I-A Top 25 was taking place in Columbus, Ohio.
Ohio State head coach
J o h n ....- - - - . ,
Cooper SPORTS
has
a
chance to TALK
silence his 1--------i
c r i t i c s MIKE
once and 0HSTROM
for
all
Saturday as they are a 1
112-point favorite on the road
against Penn State. The
defending Big Ten conference champions fell 17-9 at
home to Wisconsin, ending
the Nittany Lions' nationally-leading winning streak at
20 games. Meanwhile, the 40 Buckeyes showed their
mettle in a relentless and
convincing 45-26 home victQry over Notre Dame, boosting their ranking to fifth in
the nation according to the
Sagarin Power Rtltings.
Cooper has proven himself
to be a recruiting wizard in
his seven years at OSU, and
he has a new five-year contract to show for it. Cooper
gets a bonus and an additional year if he leads the
team to: 1) a national championship, the university's
first since 1968; 2) the Rose
Bowl, something the Bucks
have not accomplished since
1985; 3) a top 10 ranking;
and 4) a nine-win season,
including a win over archrival Michigan.
However, it is Cooper's
players that are earning the
respect and recognition of
sportswriters and football
fans across the country. OSU
faithful were leaving Ohio
Stadium chanting "Ed-die!
Ed-die!" in homage of tailback Eddie George, who
rambled through the Irish
for 207 yards on 32 carries
and two touchdowns. George
is merely the focal point in
an offensive scheme that has
averaged 42 points per game.
The Buckeye passing
attack opens the middle of
the field for George. Wide
receiver Terry Glenn has
filled the gap left by current
Seattle Seahawk first-round
draft pick Joey Galloway,
catching four Bobby Hoying
passes for 128 yards and two
touchdowns, including an 82yard reception that took the
fight out of the Irish in the
third quarter.
Hoying is effectively using
blossoming tight end Rickey
Dudley, a 6'7", 240-pound
target. The all-state high
school basketball player
from Texas caught two tosses for 35 yards and a score
against Notre Dame.
The Buckeye defense is
also strong, featuring all-Big
Ten ends Mike Vrabel and
Matt Finkes, middle linebacker Greg Bellisari and
cornerback Shawn Springs.
Florida
State
and
Nebraska still control the
national championship race,
but if there is a team due for
a title, it is Ohio State.
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Volleyball team prepares for Spo.rts
home cooking~ return to top Notebook
BY MIKE 0 HSTROM
SPORTS EDITOR

''

After gaining key Ohio Valley
Conference victories over
Tennessee-Martin
and
Morehead State, the Murray
• State volleyball team (5-8, 3-2
OVC) is glad to be back horne
after a 12-garne road swing. ·
After dropping a 15-13, 4·16,
15-6, 15-11 match Friday to
Eastern
Kentucky
in
Richmond, the Racers outlast'ed the Lady Eagles 15-10, 4-15,
16-13, ll-15, 15-12 Saturday in
Morehead
and
swept
Tennessee-Martin Wednesday
15-4, 15-9, 15-8. Head coach
Brenda Bowlin is proud of her
charges and is eager to continue the team's development in
returning to winning form.
"I'm happy to come back from

l'ts great when everyone can hit
because it takes the pressure off one
person and the opponents don't know
''
where it (the ball) is going.

Shelly Juenger
Death Valley with a win,"
Bowlin said. "We played really
well Friday even though we
lost, and it was important to
come back and get a win
Saturday, even though it took
five games."
The Racers will host Middle
Tennessee State today at 7 p.m.
in Racer Arena, followed by
Tennessee Tech Saturday at 1

p.m. and defending conference
champion Southeast Missouri
State Tuesday at 7 p.m.
Preseason All-OVC second
team selection Sarah Boland is
ready to set the record straight
after a challenging non-conference schedule, and feels her
teammates are poised to make
some headway t hrough t he
league standings.

Sirloin Stockade

10°/o off
all meals,

"Our focus is pretty much the
same throughout the season,"
said Bowlin, a senior utility
player from Lockport, Ill. "We
want to play good, be consistent
and keep improving."
Middle hitter Shelly Juenger,
a 6'1" senior from Belleville,
Til., has been a key player along
the Racer front line. 'J uenger
had 31 kills, four assists, one
ace, three digs and four blocks
in her last three matches, but
she does not mind taking a supporting role behind freshman
sensation Stephanie Diebold.
"'just feel that I need to come
into the game and contribute
the best I can," Juenger said.
"'t's great when everyone can
hit because it takes the pressure off one person and the
opponents don't know where it
(the ball) is going."

Charmaine Thomas and Jason McKinney have
been named as the Racers of the Week.
Tho mas, a senior from St. John's, Antigua, led the
Murray State women's cross country team to a secondplace finish to Tennessee Tech Saturday in the Austin Peay
Invitatio nal at Clarksville, Tenn. Thomas, a nationally-competitive middle-distance runner for the Lady Racer track
squad, won her first-ever cross country meet at Austin
Peay State by completing t he five-kilometer course in .
19:53.
McKinney, a sopho mo re from Georgetown, Ill., earned
t he Ohio Valley Conference Runner of the Week award
after finishing second o ut of 40 participants in the
~ ississippi State Invitational Sept. 23 in Oxford, Miss. with
a time of 25:30. McKinney continued to lead MSU's men's
cross co untry team by winning the eight-kilometer race at
APSU in 26:09. He has paced the Racers in each o{ the
squad's first four meets.
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Ther e's only one problem
with religions that have
all the answers.
They don't allow questions.
If you sometimes have question s about God and the

meaning of life. come and join the search for
answers in the fellowship of the Episcopal Church.
The Episcopal Church
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e
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Soccer club leaders
tie in key matchup
B y MIKE 0HSTROM
SPORTS EDITOR

The undefeated 'B' and 'D'
teams ended a hard-fought battle Sunday at Cutchin Field
deadlocked at 2-2 to remain
atop the standings after the
third week of the Murray State
Club Soccer Select season.
:rhe 'D' squad (1-0-1} recovered twice to knot the contest,
led by Jason Yoon, who assisted Shabeeb Alotaibi in the first
half and tallied a goal on a pass
from B. J . Wilson in the second
frame to end the scoring. Matt
Cothran, a graduate student
from Gilbertsville, was pleased

with his teammates' resilience
in coming back, even though he
would have preferred a vict6ry.
not
disappointed
"I'm
because we feU behind twice
and rallied to tie it, so that
speaks for our hustle," Cothran
said. "I wish we would have finished it because we h ad some
chances, but so did they."
'B' goalie Kyle Parish thwarted the 'D' team's opportunities,
saving 12 shots. His counterpart Paco J obson only had to
stop four scoring attempts as
his squad controlled most of
the second-half action.
The 'B' team (2-0-1) lit the
scoreboard first with the scor-

ing connection of J esse Arent to
Russ Atkins, . and jumped
ahead 2-1 on Chris Bailey's
unassisted strike. Dusty Pagel,
a junior from Calvert City, was
also unhappy with the outcome, but looks forward to the
next time that the two club
leaders will meet.
"As a team, we wanted to
beat them, but it's better than
losing," Pagel said. "We'll play
them again in the schedule, so
we'll see what happens."
In other action, the 'E' squad
(0-2) forfeited to the 'A' team (11), while the 'C' team was idle.
Play resumes Sunday at
Cutchin Field.

Danny Voweii/Photo Editor

Club Soccer Select •A' team member Rob HarTis, rlaht, challenaes a 'E' team player for possession
in Sunday's game at Cutchin Field. The 'A' team won by forfeit 1-0.

Lady Racers chip into ninth at Ole Miss
Bv BRIAN SM ITH
AsSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Last weekend, the Murray State
women's golf team earned a ninthplace finish at the Lady Rebel
Invitational in Oxford, Miss.
· The Lady Racers shot back-to-back
rounds of 347 against some very tough
competition. Coach Velvet Milkman

saw some good things from her athletes, but was not happy with the overall effort.
"We never really could get anything
going, and it seemed that it showed
that we were not as prepared as we
should have been," Milkman said. "'We
were striking the ball better, but our
sh ort game faltered. We need our
short game to come through or things

are going to be tough for us the rest of
the year."
Junior Connie Steely had the low
score for the Lady Racers with a total
of 173 (84-89) for the tournament.
"I played pretty well the first day
and I was very consistent in hitting
the ball," Steely said. wrhe second day
I had a few bad holes, and it threw
things off for me and it was hard to

regroup. Our season is going well; we
are playing better than before, but we
still need to bring it all together."
Up next for the Lady Racers is the
Lady Buckeye Fall Invitational
Saturday and Sunday in Columbus,
Ohio. The eighth-ranked Indiana
Hoosiers and the 30th-ranked Ohio
State Buckeyes will be among the elite
schools attending the meet.

· PERSONALS

FOR SALE

HELP WANTED

t-40TICE

NOTICE

Wlldwoman, Thanks forgoing
out In the wOOds with us:
Cowboy with BlgGuns

Mountain Bikes- Schwinn Impact, 18-speed, Trek-870, 18·
speed, $225 each Entertainment
Unit $40 Call 759-9061· Make
an offert

$1000 FUNDAAISER
Fraternities, Sororities &
S1udent Organizations.
You've seen credit card
fundralsers before, but you've
never seen the Citibank
fundraiser that pays $5.00 per
application. Call Donna at 1800..932-0528 ext 65.
Qualified callers receive a
FREE camera.

GET FREE FINANCIAL AIDI
Over $6 Billion In private sector grants & Scholarships is
now available. All students are
eligible regardless of grades,
income, or parent's Income.
Let us help. Call Student Fi·
nancial Services: 1-800-2636495 ext. F55381

Best wishes RNs2B- KANS
Student Nurses' Week 101910/13 Doughnut Breakfast 10/
9 9 a.m. Prizes given dally!

Hillbilly Man, I love youl! Your
Angel
Dear Lord, Please save me
from those who feel that they
must tell me who Jesus Is. :)

OP.ENCIL)>
Have you danced with the
devil in the pale moon light?
support the marijuana initiiasdf
Nice party Kern, who's pickIng up the tab?
Come out to HEMPFEST.
tomorrow!!
Cowbell, are you ready to take·
that rough ride on the ridges
again? Cowboy with BlgGuns
Trouble, Cheer up, things will
get better! Cowboy with BigGuns
Homecoming Is next weeki

Spring Break Early Specials!
Bahamas Party Cruise 7 Days
$2791 15 Meals & 6 Parties!
Cancun & Jamaica From $3991

:m:r:~~~ta=~~

coa Beach! Prices Increase 11/
21 & 12/151 Hurry! 1-800-6786386

HELP WANTED
Earn $2500 & Free Spring
Bteak Trips! Sell 8 Trips & Go
Freel Best Trips & Prices!
Cancun, Jamaica. Florida!
Spring Break Travel! 1-800·
678-6386
Immediate opening for
waitress position. Apply in
person at the Big Apple Cafe.·
Part-time job 12 to 6p.m. Five
days a week Mon.·Frl. $7 per
hour. Send resume to: P.O

<3. I. -'Oe atld STARWAAS
TOYS Cash paid for collec·
tions large and small502-759·
1981

CRUISE SHIPS NOW
HIRING- Eam up to $2,000+/
month working on Cruise
Ships Of Land-Tour companies. World travel. Seasonal
& full-time employment
available. No Experience
necessary. For more
information call1-206-634·
0468 ext. C55381

Foreign Students- DV-1
Greencard Program available.
20231 Stagg, Canoga Park
CA. 91306 TEL 1·800..660·
7167

FREEMAKEOVERS Haircuts,
Color, Perms. Performed by
lntematlonal Graham Webb
Artlst Greg Caryle. Get a new
loOk for Fall. Consultation
06:30 J .ft'a execunve Inn
Paducah.lntematlonal 0 Room
Tonight. For more Info. Call1·
800-395-4345,1eave message
for Tonya (please.)

Free Puppies- Call Lori or
Brad 759-4669 Leave message

NOTICE
Halrcare Hotline Free advice
on beauty problems, halrcare
and styling, men's grooming
753·7455

AM1

1995 Fall Orientation Leader
meeting on October 16th at 9
p.m. In Curris Center

Box 1493 Muua~ KY 42071

CLASSIFIED AD POLICY
Oeadline••••••Wednesday noon
Hours: Monday-Friday 8:30-4:30
Closed on weekends and holidays

RATES
With MSU ID: 15¢ per word

INDEX

Without MSU 10: 20¢ per word

OVER 20 WORDS
With MSU ID: 10¢ per word Without MSU 10:15¢ per word
NO ADS WILL BE ACCEPTED OVER THE PHONE.

Ads may be mailed along with payment to:
Classlfleds Department,

The Murray State News, 2609 University Station
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Congratufations

Go Racers, Beat Middle Tennessee!

Get noticed In the Murray State
NewsI

M~~NEWS

Milkman is concerned with the level
of competition at the tournament, but
feels h er players also sense the
urgency of the upcoming contest.
"'We need to try our best and come
out very strong because not all the
teams in this tournament are as good
as Murray State," Milkman said. "We
can compete, and I think that we will
have a good showing this weekend."

PERSONALS

to the 1995
Homecoming Queen candidates:
Christy Beane

ROOMMATES
BUSINESS
SERVICES

FOR RENT
FOR SAlE
HElP WANTED
LOST&FOUNO
RIDES
r.AtSC.

NOTICE

Denise Brockman
Gwen Hughes

Murray, Kentucky 42071

Kendra jones

AFA
Dr. Alexander,

Tt·easure House of Gifts

Good Luck and Best
Wishes! Love,

641 South Highway
Southside Manor
Shopping Center

MSU Sororities

Treas LUJDber
A full line of Paint, Lumber, and Concrete Bloob
for Those Custom Shelf Units

Center

Yonda.y·Frlday 7:30a.m. · 6 p.m.
Sa.turda.y 8 a.m. • 4 p.m. ·

789-1390

Consider This

gourtnet & gift shoppe

2.

Gourmet coffee • Fresh cheeses
Kitchenware • Dinnerware
Culinary accessories
Unique traditional gifts
Gourmet gift baskets * Bridal registry
11

Peppe rmill's ..... always in good taste.''

AOI1

SENIORS

1.

928 5. 12th St. 753-5679
126 Market House Square, Paducah 442-041 0

r

ALA

P ep·permill's

• Excluded: Sale Items, Cash and Carry,
and Special Orders

Store Hours:

We Ship UPS and
are a PostaJ
Contract St at ion

Call Us at 753-6 798

10% OPP for MSU l'AOULTY & BTUDBN'l'B

Bel- Air Shopping

ennifer Miller

Only 9 percent of the workforce hold
advanced degrees
But they make up to 44 percent of
the positions paying more than
$75,000 per year!

Join the growing number of students entering
graduate study at Murray State.

Give yourself a better opporl:wl.ity f or:
1. Greater flexibilty and more rapid career
advancement.
2. A higher beginning salary that x:emains
with you throughout your career.

Stay at MSU for the Master's degree

13j

NEWS
ALEXANDER

SGA announces several
upcoming events for MSU

Continued from Page 1 •

administrative side of higher education
while serving as a professor in the department of educational administration at the
University of Florida.
"On many occasions I thought that I
would like to be involved in administrative
activity to accomplish things which I
thought would improve the institution," he
said. "I became even more interested in it
in Tallahassee when 1 was Gov. Graham's
education coordinator for three years."
"At Murray State, Alexander has accomplished some important tasks," said James
Booth, provost and vice president for academic and student affairs.

JACOB BURGESS
STAff W ama

During its Wednesday night meeting, the SGA announced a
number of upcoming events for Murray State University.
•At 11 a .m. Saturday, Oct. 7, a tailgate party will be held in
the parking lot of Stewart Stadium to help kick off Murray
State's second home game.
•There. will be a dance i;rl the mall between Winslow and
Hart Hall from 9 to 11 p.m. Saturday.
•The Black Student Council will hold nAffirmative Action
workshop on Oct. 9 in the Freed Curd Auditorium.
•The Residence Hall Association will have a bonfire on Oct.
12, and on Oct. 21 will have a barbecue in front of Franklin
Hall.
•On Oct. 17, "Laugh You Lose" will be held at Long John
Silvers in the Curris Center. The object of"Laugh You Lose..
is for audience members not to let comedins make them
laugh. Prizes will given away for those who resist the temptation.
• Country music superstar Tracey Lawrence will be appearing here on Nov. 12. Tickets, which go on sale Oct. 16, will cost
$20 for reserved seating and $15 for general admission. The
concert will be held at Racer Arena.
In other business, it was announced that the SGA sponsored
blood drive was half way to reaching its goal. The goal was to
h&ve 300 students to donate blood by Thursday.

TRIAL
Continued from Page 1

"I think the trial was
extremely long and drawn
out," Bosley said. "Had it been
anyone else they would have
been convicted in less than
two weeks. The defense team

dent for academic and student
affairs, said the school's high
ranking helps in recruiting new
Continued from Page 1
students.
"We're very, very proud of
lishing a reputation, and it's
that,
especially in this time of
important to us too,'" he said.
budget constraints on higher
That reputation plays a big
education," Booth said. "I think
part in many students' choice of
we need to continue to recruit
the university they choose to
high school graduates and nonattend.
traditional students who are
Dr. James Booth, Murray trained for college."
State provost and vice presiBut while the school's high

RANKING

did an excellent job of making
an impossible theory seem
plausible."
Curry was disappointed
with media coverage of the
story.
"I think it was an easy way
for the media to portray a
human interest story instead
of a real story," he said.

VANDALISM
Continued from Page 1

Kanipe said she did not know
why her car was chosen to be
vandalized.
"I have no earthly idea," she
said.
These strings of vandalism

1~---------,
Bring in this card for a free eye makeover

I
I
I
I

and we'll give you our new
Luxiva Ultra Thick Mascara
for free, too.
{ You don't have to buy a thing! }
offer expires 10 - 15 - 95

fijiI

are not new to the campus,
however.
"We have something like this
happen every two or three
years," Green said. "We usually
apprehend someone who is not
university related.
"We have one or two leads,
nd I don't believe the problem
should last much longer."

Alexander said liis plan for Murray
· State's future success is to expand programs and look for the needs of tomorrow.
"It's important to remember that a business that only addresses itself to what people want right now is not going to be successful," be said. "It has to be a business
which creates new wants and new
demands. We have to be innovative enough
to know what the future demands and
wants of the people will be."
Because of Alexander's aggressive persistence for growth Booth is optimistic
about Murray's future.
"I think he wiU provide us (Murray
State) with the stat.,!wide and nationwide
visibility we need to get ahead," Booth
said.

ranking is positive in many
aspects, a Sept. 22, 1995 article
in The Chronicle of Higher
Education questions the validity of the ranking system.
The magazine's ranking system came under fire recently
when Reed College dropped in
the current rankings, but not
because of any changes the
school bad made.
Reed College president
Steven S. Koblik voiced his con-

cem s over the rankings system
saying t hat "it is simplistic to
rank colleges the way some
magazines rank stereos or
cars...
Even though the system has
been disputed, Booth said he
thinks the ranking system is a
good one.
"It's probably the most thorough ranking system I've seen,"
he said.
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Alexander has encouraged and supported innovative recruitment ideas, which
have led to a 13 percent increase in freshmen enrollment.
"We are doing more in the area of
recruitment than we have ever done
before," Booth said. "Retention has also
been aggressively addressed by the president. But it is too soon to tell what the
result of those efforts are."
Alexander addressed the Council of
Higher Education in an effort to offer more
degrees at Murray State. The University
was granted the approval of offering a
master's of science in water science, a baccalaureate degree in global studies and an
area in international business.
"He was a forceful advocate of these
areas," Booth said.

The Place for the Beautiful Face.'»

Bel~ Air Shopping Center
•
753 6926

I
I

A Special Account for
MSU Students

WE'LL GIVE YOU 10 W EEKS.
Ten .....eeks may not seem like much cime to prove you're capable of being
a leader. But if you're tough, smart and determined, ten .....eeks and a lot of
hard 'NOJ'k could make you an OffiCer of Mannes And OffiCer Candidates
School (OCS) IS where you'll get the chance to prove you've got what 1t takes
to lead a life full of excitement full of challenge. full of honor. Anyone can say
they've got what it takes to be a leader, we'H give you ten weeks to prove it.

Marines

lJif ,_ lJif,.._ 7Jir. . . . .

\\ \ IZ I '- I

$1 off ~ulf fl'l'S with this ad at SulliYan·s
E\.pin·s IU-.W

Deli Trays
Hot Wings

sm. $25
40 - 50 pieces

First Order of Checks FREE

*

No Minimum Monthly Balance
Required

*

No per-check Fee

* ATM or Advantage Card
( Requires Application and Credit Approval )

*

Racer Special T-Shirt

I I I 1 I IZ

For more information, meet with the Marines
at the Student Center & Career Fair
Oct. 17- 19, from 10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
or call Captain Szczypinski at 1-800-858-4086.

HOMECOMING
SPECIALS

Simple Sensation

1l

*

.PeoplesFl£8!

Get out and

VOTE!

Homecoming Queen Elections

sm. $18.95

(boUed ham) feeds 10 - 15 people

Peoples Choice

sm. $33.79

(roast beef, ham, swiss & American cheese)
feeds 10 - 15 people

Garden's Bounty

sm. $23.99

(assorted vegetables) feeds 10 - 15 people
ORDERS MUST BE TURNED IN BY
5. p.m. OCT. 13

(ask for dell)

AntJuJe on camp•

Stor ey's Food Giant

753-0819

S. 641, Bel - Air Shopping Center
753- 8322

Candidates
Denise Brockm.an
Christy Beane
Gwen Hughes
Kendra Jones
.
•.
Jennifer Miller
·Thursday Oct. 12, 8:30 a.m. to 4:30
in the Curris Center, 2nd floor.

p.m.~
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Cruise The Internet.
No Waits. No Hassles. No Kidding.
Full Internet Access
~

Access to your
CAMPUS network

~

Virtually no busy
signals

~

PC access from
your dorm, apartment,
or home

~

Dial into worldwide
Internet access from
anywhere in the U.S.

Campus Office Address
Business Building 451B

Office Hours
Monday - Friday 11 a.m.. - 4 p.m.
762-6570
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